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Let N c M be von Neumann algebras and I?,, : M -+ N an w-conditional expecta- 
tion mapping. For a state $ of N an extension $“J of $ with respect to E,, is 
described. The relation E,,, - E, defined to hold if $‘,J = qE* for every (1, is an 
equivalence relation. The family of equivalence classes possesses an affme structure 
and shows analogy with the normal state space of a von Neumann algebra. fi* 1990 
Academic Press, Inc. 
Several steps were taken toward the generalization of the classical notion 
of conditional expectation to the noncommutative situation in the 
framework of von Neumann algebras. The first, on an axiomatic basis, was 
the use of norm-one projections preserving a state o from a von Neumann 
algebra M into its subalgebra M, (see [14, Chap. 111). The theory so 
developed was remarkably successful in many important aspects because of 
its deep analogy with the commutative case but it did not deal with the 
purely noncommutative situation in which such a norm-one projection 
does not exist [15]. To cope with those situations o-conditional expecta- 
tions were introduced in [2] (see [12] for a review on the subject). 
However, an important feature of norm-one projections is not kept by 
w-conditional expectations. Namely, if &, is a state on M, c M and E is a 
norm-one projection of M onto M,, then E is the conditional expectation 
for the state q$, 0 E. This is no more true for o-conditional expectations. In 
[4] we introduced a state extension procedure, which associates to a state 
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& on M, and a state u on M an extension $;;I of cfiO to M. Actually, 4: 
depends only on E, (and not on o itself) and reduces to &o E, if E, is 
a projection. The aim of this paper is to establish an equivalence relation 
between w-conditional expectations. Namely, E, is equivalent to E, if for 
every state &, on M, @ = &‘. There is an extension operation T’, 
associating to a state &, on MO the extension 6: with respect to the equiva- 
lence class 8, and vice versa any state 4 on M may be described by two 
“coordinates” 4 restricted to MO and the equivalence class of Ed. From this 
point of view, the equivalence classes of u-conditional expectations are the 
generalization of classical conditional expectations. In fact, we also prove 
that projections correspond to the singleton equivalence classes of 
w-conditional expectations. 
The first section is devoted to some technical developments of the theory 
of spatial derivatives of Connes ([S]), which is our main tool. 
In the second section for the sake of completeness we present some facts 
concerning w-conditional expectations for the case of a normal (not 
necessarily faithful) state with faithful restriction to MO c M. 
The third section contains the first elements of a possible modular theory 
for o-conditional expectations. In particular, we introduce the modular 
transformations, which form a bridge between o-conditional expectations 
and the modular theory of von Neumann algebras. A result of interest on 
its own is that the modular transformations are implemented by unitaries 
in the algebra if and only if there exists an operator valued weight from M 
into M,. As the Radon-Nikodym cocycle is the product of two spatial 
derivative operators, by analogy for us the product of four spatial 
derivative operator is of great importance. 
In the fourth section we extend some results of our previous paper [4]. 
We study the extension of a faithful state &, on M, with respect to a non- 
faithful state o on M with faithful restriction to M,. So we can treat the 
two states $;;, and w = (om,)‘@ (cp = 4;) symmetrically, as needed in the 
sequel. Among other results we establish an explicit connection between, 
d,, 0 E,, and @r;, . 
In the last section the establishement of the equivalence relation between 
o-conditional expectations is implemented and the related extension opera- 
tions T” are studied. In particular, they are shown to form a convex set, 
on which the absolute continuity of states induces a partial order. So the 
family of equivalence classes shows a remarkable analogy with the normal 
state space of a von Neumann algebra. 
For technical reasons, in this paper we consider only von Neumann 
algebras with separable predual. The standard representation of those 
algebras acts on a separable Hilbert space, which guarantees that all von 
Neumann algebras involved admit a faithful normal state. In the following 
M will denote a von Neumann algebra containing a von Neumann 
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subalgebra M, with identity. The commutants will be respectively denoted 
by M’ and Mb. States of M, are labelled by a subscript 0, oO, and cpO will 
denote the restrictions of o and cp to M,. We use frequently an auxiliarly 
faithful normal state wb on Mb with restriction o’ to M’ with no further 
explanation. For general reference on the modular theory of von Neumann 
algebras we use [13, 141. We mention that a concise summary of the 
theory of w-conditional expectations is contained in [12]. 
We denote by 9(M) the set of all faithful normal states of the von 
Neumann algebra M. 
1. THE SPATIAL DERIVATIVES 
Let M c B(H) be a von Neumann algebra with commutant M’. If 
$ EM,+ then the linear of $ is defined as 
WHY Ic/) = {r E H: 11412 d C<$(a*a) for all a E M}. 
Clearly, M’D(H, I,+) c D(H, II/) and if II/ is a vector state with vector Y then 
D(H, $) = M’Y. 
In most cases we do not distinguish between a projection and its range. 
With this convention we have 
LEMMA 1.1 (cf. [4, 1.11). D(H,$)=suppI//. 
Let (Y, H,, 7~~) be the GNS-triple corresponding to $. It is possible to 
define for 5 E D(H, $) a bounded operator R*(t): H, -+ H such that 
It is easy to check that uR@(t) = R”‘(r) z@(u) for every a EM. This implies 
that 
R’(5,) R’(L)* E M’ 
whenever r i, t2 E D(H, II/). We introduce the notation 
If 4’~ (M’); then one can define a quadratic form q on D(q) = 
D(H, II/)+ D(H, II/)’ as 
if ~ED(H, $1 
if 5 1 D(H, $1; 
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q is lower semicontinuous and there exists a positive selfadjoint operator 
A(@, Ic/), the spatial derivative of qY with respect to $ defined and studied 
by Connes in [6], such that 
(i) 1146, IcIP2 511*=4(5) if tED(q) 
(ii) D(q) is a core for A($‘, $)1’2. 
Note that if $ is a vector state then q(a’Y’) = q5’(a’[M!P] a’*) if a’ EM’ and 
q(t) = 0 if l I M’!P= D(H, @). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let #;, 4;~ (M’): and Ic/,, $2 EM*+. Assume that 4; I& 
and 11/1 I $2, as well 4; + 4; and rl/, + $2 are faithful. If p’ = supp 4; and 
p = supp $I then 
d(~;,IcI,)=PP'd(~;+~~,cc/,+II/*). 
Proof: In 1.6 of [4] we proved that 
a@l> ti1+$2)=P'44; +&, lcl,+$2). 
It follows from [4, 1.21 that 
Since H,, + tiz = H,, @ H,,, one can see that 
o*‘+y<, + 52) = @‘(C,) + 09(*) 
if cj E D(H, Icl,). Therefore, 
(with form sum). Since Ker A(&, $i) 1 (supp Gji)l, we have 
In the following, for a positive selfadjoint operator A and for z E C, A’ 
denotes the sum of 0 on ker A and the usual power A’ on supp A. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let 4’ and $ be as above and z E @. Then 
(i) Suppd(4', $)=Supp#'su~p $ 
(ii) A(&, $)‘= A($, I’))‘. 
Proof We refer to [6] and Lemma 1.2. 
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2. THE Q-CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION 
For a von Neumann algebra M we shall use its standard form intro- 
duced by Haagerup [7]. We recall that it is a quadruple (rc, H, J, Y), 
where 
71: M -+ B(H) is a faithful normal representation on the 
Hilbert space H, J is the modular conjugation and 9 is 
the (self-polar) positive cone in H. 
If N c M is a subalgebra of M, we set p = supp cp, p0 = supp(cp 
MO = poNpo and cpo = cp IN. Let (71, H, 4 P)((no, Ho, Jo, 9%) be 
standard form of M (MO) and @ (Qo) the vector representative of cp 
in 9 (PO). We define an isometry V: Ho -+ H by 
V~o(Qo)@o = 4ao)@ (ao E Mol. 
LEMMA 2.1. V*rc(M)’ I/C (rr,(M,))‘. 
Proof. One can verify directly that 
( V*A’V~o(ao) ~O(bl)@O, no(b*)@o) 
= (ho V*A’V~o(bl)@o? “o(b,)@o) 
IN), 
the 
(cpo) 
for every a,, b,, 6, EMU and A’en(M)‘. 
By Tomita’s theorem we have 
Jo V*hc(u) JVJo E n,(M,) 
for every a EM and there exists a unique element XE MO such that 
Jo V*&r(u) JVJ, = n,(x). We define E,(u) as this element x E MO. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 [2]. E,: M +po. N .po is a completely positive 
mapping, supp E, =p, cp 0 E, = cp, and E,(p) = po. 
Proof. These properties follow from the construction. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let MO be a von Neumann subalgebra of M c B(H), cp a 
normal state of M and cpo = cp 1 MO. Assume that ok is u normal state on Mb 
and CO’ = o.& 1 M’. Then for q’ E D( H, cob), 
(d(cp, u’)112 rl’, Y’> = <d(cpo, 4J”2 v’, v’> 
implies 
Li(cp, u’yr ?f = d(cp,, o&y’ v]’ 
for every t E R. 
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Proof: We follow the idea in [lo]. Let l: il dEi be the spectral resolu- 
tion of d=d(q,o’) and H,=S;;ildEj.. SO (t+Hn))‘+(t+d))’ for all 
t >O. We set d,=d(cp,, ob) and ~b=supp CL& =D(H, oh). We use that 
@P$q’) 3 &I’“‘($) (see 1.4 of [4]) and get 
llA(y2~‘~l’ = cp,(o’“qY/‘)) = cp(o”q~‘).) 3 cp(O”‘($)) 
= IlA’4f’J12> IIHy# 
for all V’E D(H, oh). Since D(H, oh) is a core for AAi2, we conclude that 
A,2 ~bH,pb. 
so 
pb(t+A,)-‘pbdpb(t+H,)-‘pb. 
Letting n + co we infer as in Lemma 2 of [lo] that 
pb(t+A,)-‘pb~ppb(t+A)-‘pb 
and therefore 
((t+Ao)~‘rl’,?‘)d((t+Ao)~‘~‘,~‘) 
for every q’ E D( H, oh). We have 
(A1/2f, q’) = n-’ 
s O” ([lC1’2-2”2(12.+A)-1]f, q’>dl, 0 
and 
( A;‘2q’, q’) = TC -’ 
5 m ([L-“2-11’2(2+Ao)-1]q’, q’>dL 0 
As the values of the two integrals are the same by our hypothesis and the 
preceding formula implies an inequality of the integrands, we obtain 
for every t > 0. Through polarization we also have 
p;(t+A)-‘q’=(t+A,)-‘g’. 
By derivation, 
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and the Schwarz inequality ensures 
(t+d)-l’?‘=(t+d,) -ly’. 
Reference to the StoneeWeierstrass theorem furnishes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let M, c M and cp, w normal states on M such that 
cp, = cp )MO, uO = u ) MO are faithful. Then E, = E, if and only if 
with p = supp q = supp o for all t E R. 
Prooj Let M acting on H be in standard form with a positive cone 9’. 
Let @ and 52 be the vectors in .!Y representing cp and o. Set o’ and ob the 
vector states given by D on M’ and Mb. Then A( cp, w’) is the relative 
modular operator of cp and w and supp d(cp,, wb) = [MJ2] supp cpO. If we 
consider the action of M, restricted to CM&?], then the relative modular 
operator of cp,, and oO is exactly d(cp,, I&,) restricted to the same space. 
(Concerning relative modular operators we refer to [3].) 
The monotonicity of the transition probability (cf. [ 121) yields 
(4%, 44 lf2 52, 52) < (d(cp, ,‘)“2 52, i-2). 
In the particular case in which E, = E,, we also have the reverse inequality. 
(See again [12], where P,(cp, o) stands for (d(cp, o’)“~Q, Q).) The 
equality 
(A(&, cop Q 52) = (d(cp, d)“2 f2, Q) 
allows us to apply Lemma 2.3 and to obtain 
d(cp, co’)i’ i2 = [Dq, Da], D = [Dql,, Dw,], Q = A(%, cob)‘” Q. 
Therefore, 
with p = supp CO. [Dq, Do], is a partial isometry with initial projection 
supp o = p and with final projection supp cp = p. (Note that E, = E, 
implies immediately that supp cp = supp w). Hence 
[Dq,, Do,], must commute with p since it is a unitary. 
To prove the converse we assume that (M, H, J, 9) and (M,, H,, J,, 
PO) are the standard forms of M and M,. Let @, Q E 9 (BO, R, E .YO) be 
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the vector representatives of cp and CO. If V: HO -+ H is the isometry defined 
by 
VuQ, = aQ (a E MO), 
then it is sufficient to prove that 
Va@, = a@ (a E MO) 
Since 
for all t E R and a E M,, we obtain by analytic continuation that 
T/a@, = vu Lqcp,, co;)“’ d(Uo, co;)-“* S-2, 
=ad(cp,o’)“*d(W,W’)~“*Q=a~. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let cp be normal state on M with support p. Assume 
that cp restricted to the subalgebra M, is faithful. Then the following proper- 
ties are equivalent for a E M, : 
(i) E,(a) = a 
(ii) paF(a)p = a;(pup) for all t E II& 
Proof: We use the notation of the previous proposition and identify H, 
with a subspace of H (considering a,Qo and a,@ to be identical for every 
aoEM0). 
First we note that ,??,(a,) @ = J,PJa,@ for a, E M,. If E,(a,) = a, for 
ao~Mo then PJuo@=Joao@ and IIJa,@(l = Ila,@ll = IIJoao@ll gives 
Joa,@ = Ju,@. The latter condition implies obviously E,(a,) = a,. 
By the method of Lemma 1.2 one can see easily that a*@= 
Jd(cp, (p’)l’* a@, where cp’ is the vector state on M’ associated with CD. Using 
Ju,@ =JJd(cp, (p’)l’* a,*@ and similarly Joa,@ = JoJo d(cp,, cpb)“* a,*@ 
(a, E M,) we obtain from Ju, @ = Joao CD that 
d(cp, (p’)“2 a,*@ = fl(cp,, y&p* a,*@. 
Lemma 2.3 tells us then that 
d(cp, q#’ a,*@ = d(cp,, cpb)” a,*@. 
We have 
d(cp, q’)” a,*@ = d(cp, q’)“pa,*p@ = oy(pa,*p)@ 
580!92'1-2 
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and 
(See (Bl ) in Theorem C.l of [3].) Finally, (ii) may be concluded. 
The converse is given by the same argument by reversing the implica- 
tions. 
3. THE MODULAR TRANSFORMATION 
Let cp be a normal state on M with support p and assume that cpO= 
cp 1 MO is faithful. Let gq and o+“’ stand for the modular groups of cp and (pO. 
(We recall that the former is an automorphism group of pA4p.) The 
modular transformation family of M, for cp is a family of mappings (T~,~O: 
M, + M defined as 
rq”“(a) = oy(pF,(a)p) 
for t E: [w and a E M,. Reformulating Proposition 2.5, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. {u E M,:a ~.““(a)=pap,t~aB}={a~M,:E,(a)=a). 
Let wb be a faithful normal state on Mb and set o’ = wb 1 M’. For each 
t E [w, the partial isometry 
u,(qJ, cob) = d(cp, 0’)” d(cp,, cob)--” 
implements .y,Mo; that is, 
e”w = 4% (4) 44% wb)* 
for t E [w and a E M,. Clearly, 
U,(% dJ* = up,(ob, cp). 
In the rest of this section we assume that cp is faithful. We recall that 
P(M, M,) denotes the set of operator valued weights from M + into the 
extended positive part of M, (see [8; 14, 11.51). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M, M,, cp, and wb be us above and assume that cp 
is faithful. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) P(M, M,) is nonempty. 
(ii) There exists a so-continuous g’@-cocycle V, and a so-continuous 
a”b-cocycle W’ such that u,( cp, cub) = V,* W’I , (t E R). 
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(iii) There is a so-continuous a’p-cocycle V, such that 
oy’Mo(a,) = V:a, V, (t E R, a0 E M,). 
Proof. Assume (i) and take EE P(M, M,). Then there exists 
E ~’ E P(Mb, M’) characterized by 
d((poE,~‘)=d((p~,0’0E-l) 
(see [14, 12.113). We write 
SO 
is a @‘-cocycle and 
is a cr”b-cocycle. 
(ii) -+ (iii) is trivial. If u, is a so-continuous crq-cocycle then there exists 
a weight 4 on M such that v, = [Dq$ Dq],. If (iii) holds then o@lM,=aq~ 
and Haagerup’s theorem tells us that P(M, M,) is nonempty [g; 14, 12.11). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The family o~~“~ of mappings M, -+ M for a faithful 
normal state cp has the following properties: 
(i) a?,(a y,Mo(M,)) c M,. 
(ii) t + aTsMo (a) is a so-continuous for all a E M,. 
(iii) aToas %Mo  av av.~o _ -ar;y (t, SE&Y). 
(iv) Zf a, b E M, rhieni there is a function f: {z E @: 0 < Re z < 1 } + @ 
continuous, bounded, and analytic on the interior of its domain with 
f(it) = q(ay(a) aT,Mo(b)) (tE RI 
f(1 + it) = cp(aFMo(b) a;“(a)) (te WI 
Furthermore, the conditions (i)-(iv) characterize al,““. 
Proof (i)-(iii) are obvious. Since 
cp(C(a) aTMo(b)) = cp(aa’Po,(b)) 
cp(aT,Mo(b) a:(a) = a’Po,(b)a), 
(iv) is the KMS-condition for avg. 
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Conversely, if crp’% M, + M satisfies (i)-(iv), then a,(a) = o~c?“~(u) is 
a so-continuous group of automorphism of M, and it satisfies the KMS 
conditions with ‘p,,. Therefore, ~,(a) = cry(a) and the claim follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let cp, w Ed and M, c M. rf E, = E, then 
a~.Mo = qMo. 
Proof Due to [ 111, E, = E, is equivalent to [Dq, Do], = [D(cp 1 M,), 
D(o 1 M,)], for every t E R (see also Proposition 2.4). For brevity, we 
denote this unitary by u,. Hence, 
ala”“,(a) = u,ay(a”“,(a))u: = u,a~(u~,o~,(a)u~,)u: = ap~“ya), 
where we wrote cpO for cp JM, and wO for w/M,. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let cp, w Ed and M, be a maximal abelian von 
Neumann subalgebra of M. Then E, = E, if and only if aFMo = ayMo. 
Prooj aT’Mo(a) = aT’Mo(a) means that 
[d(q,, cQt d(cp, co’)-” d(0, o/y’ d(q), cob)-“, a] = 0 
for every t E R. (Now [ , ] stands for the commutator of two operators.) 
Hence 
for some ub E Mb. Since 
it follows that [Dq, Dw] --I EM, for all t E II& According to [ 111 we 
conclude that E, = E,. 
The converse was the previous proposition. 
4. STATE EXTENSION 
Let M, be a von Neumann subalgebra of M. Let cpO and o be normal 
states on M,, and M, respectively, and assume that u 1 MO is faithful. Set (71, 
H, J, 9) and (x0, H,, JO, YO) to be the standard forms of M and MO. We 
choose representatives DO, Q,, and 52 for &, wO, and o from the corre- 
sponding cones. The application 
u: 7co(a,)Q, -+ z(a,)Q 
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defines an isometry of Ho into H. One can check that 
ml(~o) = 4%)U (all E MO). 
Therefore the state 4; given by the vector u(QO) E H as 
$;(a) = (da) u%, u@),) 
is an extension of cpO. We call it the canonical extension with respect o o. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let M,, M, cpO, and w be as above. Then the function 
it+4C~~o~ hJ7 4L&b Dw,l,) 
admits an analytical extension F to the strip {z E C: 0 < Re z 6 $} and 
@;(a) = F( $). 
Prooj With the notation above we have 
4cmh D%l? 4&%~ ~(%I0 
= (j-40) ~%(C&b ~%llN&, wdcm,, ~%-,m). 
Here the function it -+ z,,( [I& &IJ,,],)Q, has an analytical extension to 
the strip (z E @: 0 < Re z 6 $} and its value at 4 is QO. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Zf E,( [DqO, Do,],) = [DqO, Do,], for every t E R. 
Then @t=qOcE,. 
Proof. As E, is a completely positive unital mapping we know that 
E,(w) = uE,(a) provided that u is a unitary with E,(u) = u (cf. [14, 9.21). 
so 
By the uniqueness of the analytical continuation we arrive at 
G’(a) = GTE,(a)). 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let M,, M, qq,, and o be as above. Then $0” is a 
norm-continuous function sf ‘pO, 
Proof We may consider the algebra M, in standard form with a 
positive cone PO. Due to p. 315 of [ 13) ‘pi -+ ‘pO in norm implies that 
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@i -+ DO if @; (QO) is the vector representative of cp; (cp,,) in POP,. The asser- 
tion follows immediately from the definition of the extension. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If M acts on a Hilbert space H and o is a vector state 
with a vector 52 E H then 
$;(a) = (a d(cp,, ~0;)“~ d(q), cob) -I’* Q, 
d(%, 4) 1’2 d(w,, wb)-“212) 
if ob is a faithful normal state on Mb. 
Proof d((o,, ob)” d(o,, oh)-” 52 = [Dq,, Do,], Q and the proposi- 
tion follows from Proposition 1 and 2.2 of [4]. 
COROLLARY 4.5. The extension of CO 1 M, with respect to @; is U. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let CO,, o2 E M, + have a faithful restriction to M, 
and E,, = E,,. Then for every faithful normal state cpO on MO the extensions 
of cpO with respect to w, and w2 coincide. 
Proof One can argue in the same way as in Theorem 3.7 of [4] in the 
faithful case. 
In the light of the previous proposition, if E: M + MO is an 
o-conditional expectation (with a nonspecified state o), we can also 
write @f. 
We recall that according to our convention ob is an auxiliary faithful 
normal state on the algebra Mb with restriction w’ to M’. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let the standard representation of M act on a Hilbert 
space H. Let o be a normal state on M, oO E o 1 M, E .F(M,), cp E F(M,), 
and cp the extension of ‘pO to M with respect to w. The operator 
T(o&) = d(w, o’))‘~~ d(o,, cob)“* d(q,,, CO;)-“* d(cp, CB’)“~ 
is defined on D(H, CO’) and its closure T is a partial isometry belonging to M 
and not depending on ob. 
Proof Let Q be the vector rerpesentative of w in the natural positive 
cone. The state ‘pO is a vector state given by the vector 
and cp has a vector representative @ in the natural positive cone. The 
correspondence u’: a@, + a@ (a E M) defines a partial isometry with initial 
projection [MQO] and final projection CM@]. Clearly, II’ EM’. If 
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5’~ D(H, o’) then d(cp, o’)“* 5’ ED(H, q) and it is of the form a’@ for an 
a’ EM’. So 
d(w,, op A(&), CD;)-“* d(cp, co’)l’2 [’ 
= d(w,, cob)“’ d(cp,, ~0b)~“’ a’@ 
= a’ d(o,, cf.&)“’ d(cp,, ~b)~“’ v’@, 
= a’u’ d(o,, c0b)‘/* d(cp,, ~b)~‘~* QO = a’u’O. 
Therefore we have 
11 T(o&)ll* = w’(a’u’[MsZ] u’*a’*). 
We show that [MQO] c [MC?]. Let p’= [MQ] EM’ and aEM. Then 
p’a@,=p’a d(cp,, ob)“* d(cp, ~0’)~“~ u
= a d(cp,, ob)“* A (cp, co’)-“*p’Q = a@, 
(2.3 of [4] was applied). So v’[MO]u’* = v’u’* = [MQ] and we obtain 
IIT(ob)ll*=o’(a’[M@]a’*). 
On the other hand, if pq denotes the support of cp then 
llpv~‘/12 = Il.4(0’, q)“* a’cplj* = u’(a’[M@]a’*) 
and we conclude that the closure of T(ob) is a partial isometry with initial 
projection pq. 
We choose Q1 and Q, in the positive cone so that @r I @, 0, I Q and 
Q1 + @, Q, + 52 are separating (for M). We set (p and 0 for the functionals 
(.(@1+@),(@1+@)> and <.(Q,+Q), P,+Q)) 
on M. Then we have 
T(ob), = Ll(w, co-” d(q), co&)” A(@), cl&-” 
=d(W, w)-irpw[Dwo, Dq,], d(0, o)“d(W, co-“A(@, o)“p, 
=0 “,(PJ~%~ WOl,)C~~> &I -IPqpr 
where we denoted by pq (p,,) the support projection of cp (0). We have 
thus established that T(wb), E M and does not depend on the auxiliary wb; 
from now we denote it by T,. 
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Let 5 E D(H, w’) and PI E D(H, w) + D(H, w)~~. The function 
1~ CT,& v> 
= <Ato,, co;)” A(tpo, oh) ” A(q, co’)” r’, A(o, cd)” q) (ICW) 
admits analytic continuation to the strip S = {z E C: 0 < Im z < i} and its 
value at the point i/2 is (T(ob), 5, yl) (cf. [4, 2.51). Therefore, if 
D(H, 0’) c D(H, z’) then T(ob) c T(zb). 
Let $b be another faithful normal state on Mb and take 7; = (I& + c&)/2. 
Then 
D(H, Co’) u D(H, II/‘) c D(H, 7’) and 
As they are bounded, T(ob) = T($b). 
To prove T E M we fix 4 E H and a’ E M’. We show that 
(Ta’i’, rl)= <a’R, s> 
for each ~ED(H, w) +D(H, o)l. We may choose ob such that 5, 
a’[ E D(H, wb). This is always possible, for instance, if Ii/b is a faithful 
normal state on Mb then the normalization of the functional 
$;(.I+ (.t, t>+ (.a’t,a’t) 
will satisfy our requirement.( Ta’t, II) = ( T(ob) a’(, II) is the value at i/2 
of the anlytic extension of 
(remember that D( H, ob) is in the domain of T(ob)) and similarly 
(a’T<, ‘I) = ( T(wb<, a’*?) is the value of the analytic extension of 
G: tw (T,r,a’*g) (t E R). 
(Recall as a’EM’ then a’*qeD(H,o)+D(H,o’)‘.) Since T,EM, we 
have F(t) = G(t) for all t E [w; therefore, 
and our claim follows. 
We note that the symmetry of cp and o gives that the final projection of 
T is supp o. 
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PROPOSITION 4.8. Let cp, co, and T be as in the previous proposition. Then 
E,(a) = E,(TaT*) 
for every a EM. 
Proof: We remark that the proof of 4.1 in [4] works if we take into 
account Proposition 4.7. 
COROLLARY 4.9. cp( T*aT) = cp,(E,(a)) for every a E M. 
Proof: ‘p(T*aT) = cp(E,( T*aT)) = cpo(E,(TT*aTT*)) = cp,(E,(a)). 
Let M be a finite dimensional von Neumann algebra and M, a sub- 
algebra of M. Let z be a faithful tracial state on M and E: M -+ M, the 
r-preserving conditional expectation. In [l] conditional density matrices 
were defined as the matrices KE M such that E(K*K) = I and it was shown 
that each conditional density matrix K gives an extension of the states on 
M, to M. A variant of this extension is 
da) = $CnJ”2 K*KIIRJ”~ aI, 
which defines an extension of cpO( . ) = r(. [qO]) ( [‘pO E M,). If o(. ) = 
r(. [o]) is a state on M with faithful restriction z(. [o,J) ([q,] EM,) to 
M, then choosing K= [CO] ~ “’ [oO] ‘I2 we recapture the extension 4:. 
5. AN EQUIVALENCE FOR CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS 
We have seen that for qo~F(M,) the extensions $0”’ and $t’ coincide 
if E,, = Elu2. However, the former may occur even if E,I # Ew2. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let w’, CO’EM*+ such that u~=~~‘ll~, u~=021M0 are 
in F(M,). Then, for $0, ‘pO~ F(M,) and a > 0, 4:’ < wJt2 implies 
IJ;’ d c&y’. 
Proof. Assume that M acts on a Hilbert space H such that 
w’(.)=(.Q’,Q’) and ~‘(.)=(.52~,Q’) 
for some vectors Q’, Q2 E H. Then cJ;‘, &, &$, 5;’ have the vector repre- 
sentatives 
d((po, cop2 Lqo;, w;)-“2 !sl, d(cp,, cob)‘!’ d(o& cob)-“’ Q2, 
d(l),, a&)“’ d(o& cob)-“’ Q’, d($,, o&p* d(o& cob)- 1’2 Q2, 
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respectively. Our hypothesis is equivalent to the existence of an a’ E M’ 
such that 
and Ilu’II da. We can write the left-hand side as 
a’d(cp,, up* A($,, cob) -Ii’* d(l),, ob)“‘d(W;, wb)-‘:‘sz’, 
which equals 
So we arrive at 
a’ d(lc/o, 4) “2 d(o& co;)-“* n’ = d(l),, cob)“2 d(o& cob)-“‘CP 
and this gives our claim. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let CO’, CO* EM*, such that CO’ (M, and w2 I M, are in 
F(M,). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (L7jG0)“z = 0.1~ 
(ii) For every cpO E F(M,) 4:’ = 4:‘. 
(iii) There exists a cpO E 9(M,) such that 4:’ = (3:“. 
Proof. (ii)+(i) -+ (iii) are obvious and (iii)+ (ii) follows from the 
lemma. 
If CO’ and o2 are as in Proposition 5.2 then we we say that E,I - E,z if 
the equivalent conditions (i)-(iii) hold. Due to condition (ii), this way an 
equivalence relation is defined. If the subalgebra M, is trivial then our 
relation - reduces to the identity of states. 
Let M be a finite dimensional von Neumann algebra, M, a subalgebra 
of M, and r a faithful tracial state on M. If w is a state on M with density 
[CO] and its restriction to M, has a density Coo] then for a faithful state 
cpO(. ) = r( [qO]) and for a conditional density matrix K, 
ij,“(u) = T( [cppo]“2 K*K[q,]“* a) 
defines the extension of cp,,, as was pointed out at the end of Section 4. It 
is easy to see that Q,“= $$ if and only if K= UL with a unitary U. This 
shows that there is a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence 
classes of conditional expectations and the matrices K*K with K a condi- 
tional density matrix. 
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LEMMA 5.3. If OJ E T(M) then the set {[IQ, Dw],: ?E R, cp E T(M)} 
generates the von Neumann algebra M. 
Proof Arguing contradiction, assume that there is a hermitian II/ EM* 
such that 1111/  = 1 and $( [Dq, Do] ,) = 0 for every t E IF! and cp E F(M). Let 
$ + - $ _ be the Jordan decomposition of $. Then 
rl,+(c~~,~~l,)=~~(c~~,~~l,). (*I 
Choose 1 > 1. > 0 and a state cp = $ + + A$ ~ + v such that cp is faithful and 
the support of v is orthogonal to that of $. So we obtain from (*) that 
~+~c~IcI+,~~l,~=~“~~~c~IcI~,~~l,~ 
for all t E R. In particular, for t = 0 we have 
since 
must hold. Therefore, we arrive at the desired contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. The equivalence class of an w-conditional expectation 
E, is a singleton if and only if E i = E, ; that is, E, is a projection of norm 
one. 
Proof: Assume that 1 [E,]l = 1. For every (P~EF(M,,), the conditional 
expectations corresponding to @t and w are equivalent and, according to 
the hypothesis, they must coincide. Applying Proposition 2.4 we obtain 
that supp 4: = supp o = p and 
for every t E R. Proposition 2.5 tells us that [Dq,, D(o I M,)], is a fixed 
point of E,,. By the previous lemma, E, leaves fixed the whole M, and so 
EZ,=E,. 
Conversely, if E, is a projection and E, - E,, then cp = ‘pO” E, 
( = (q 1 M,)“) and Corollary 4 in [ 111 guarantees that E, = E,. 
Let 8 be an equivalence class of conditional expectations. We define the 
extension operation T”: F(M,) + M: as 
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for (any) state w on M (with the property ~IM,EF(M~)) such that 
E,,] E 6. It follows from Proposition 4.3 that T” is norm continuous. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let cp,,, Ic/,, E @(M,) and 8,) 8, are equivalence classes 
of conditional expectations. Then Tg’(cpO) < aT”2((p,) implies 
Proof: See Lemma 5.1. 
If T&(rp,) < c-~T’~((p,) then we can write T”’ 6 NT&~, since this relation is 
independent of qoeF(M,). In the same spirit we can form convex com- 
binations of extension operations and introduce topology as is justified by 
the next propositions. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let &I) &*;, and &3 he the equivalence classes of condi- 
tional expectations, 0 <I < 1 and (pO, $,, E F(M,). If 
AT”(cp,) + (1 -A) TJ2((p0) = T”j(cpO) 
AT”‘($J + (1 -A) TGZ($,) = T”‘*($,) 
Proof. Let @b be the vector representative of T’$cp,) (i= 1, 2, 3). Then 
A(au,@& u-,@A)+ (1 -A)(au,@i, z.~,@:) = (au,@:, up,@:) if aEA4 
and U, = [De,, Dq,,], = A($,, ob)” d(cp,, ob))“. Since 
A($,, w~)“‘d(Cp,, wb)- ‘I2 CD; 
is vector representative of T&(ll/,) (i = 1, 2, 3) and the function 
2 -+ A($,, cl&)’ A(%, cob)-’ CD; 
is analytic on the strip (z E C: 0 < Re z < i} (see [4], 2.2), we complete the 
proof by analytic continuation. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let 8,, and & be the equivalence classes of conditional 
expectations and cpO, 11/0 E F(M,). Zf 
T8n(~o) -+ T'(cp,) in norm 
then 
T”‘($,) -+ T8’(II/o) in norm. 
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Proof. Let us consider M in a standard form with positive cone 8. Let 
CD (Qp,) be the vector representative of T”(cp,) ( Tgn(cp,)). There is a partial 
isometry U: E Mb such that Z.&Q = @,, as T”‘(cp,) 1 M, = T”(cp,) 1 M,, = ‘pO. 
According to p. 315 of [ 131 we have Gn + @. Set 
!Pn = d(l),, wb)“’ Lqcp,, wb) - 1’2 @, 
and 
Those vectors are the representatives of @(I,+,) and T”($,,). Therefore it 
suffices to prove that ‘u, + Y, or equivalently, U; Y -+ Y. Indeed 
u; Y = u:, d(l),, ob)“’ d(cp,, cob)- I’* @ 
=A($,, co;)“* d(cp,, co;)-“* u;@ 
= A($,, cob)“’ A(%, co;)-“* @, = ‘Iv,. 
For a, E M, we have ukaO@ = a,~;@ = a,@, -+ a,@ and obtain that 
z&t -+ 5 for every 5 in the closure of M,@. Since YE [MO@], the proof is 
complete. 
Proposition 5.7 allows us to define a topology on the set of equivalence 
classes of conditional expectations. It is easy to see that the formation of 
convex combinations is jointly continuous with respect o this topology. 
Let cp, $EM*+ and let @, Y be their vector representatives from the 
natural positive cone, respectively. We recall that q is defined to be 
absolute continuous with respect to II/ (that is, cp @ $) if there exists a 
positive selfadjoint operator h’ alhliated with M’ such that @ = h’!/? It is 
not difficult to see that cp < II/ if and only if there exists an increasing 
sequence (9,) in Ml such that q,(a) + q(a) (uEM) and (P,, d ,?,ll/ with 
some A, > 0 (see [9, Theorem 2.23). 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let &, and g2 be equivalence classes of conditional 
expectations and cpO, $O 
T’*($,). 
EF(M~). Z’ T”‘(cp,) G Tg2(qo,) then T”l(II/,,) < 
Proof We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 5.1. Let @’ be the vector 
representative of TB,( cp,,) from the positive cone. By assumption @’ = h’@* 
for a positive selfadjoint operator h’ affiliated with M’. M@* c D(h’) and 
h’ I M,,@* is an isometry. So [MO@*] c D(h’). We have 
A($,, co;)” d(cp,, cob)-” h’@* = h’ /I($,, CO;)” d(cp,, CO;)-~’ a2. 
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for all t E R and, by analytic continuation, we obtain 
Since A($,, wb)“” d(cp,, wb)-- “’ @‘= Y’ is a vector representative of 
T&(II/,) (i = 1, 2), we have arrived at Y’ = h’@‘. 
Now we can see (via the spectral theorem) that T”‘($,) < T’*($,). 
We close this section with an example. Let Ml, M, be von Neumann 
algebras, M = M, 0 M,, M, = M, @Cl c M. To each faithful state o2 on 
M, there corresponds an operation T’“: 4(M,) + M,+ defined by 
T”(o,) =w, @w,. Those extension operations are of the type described 
above, as T” is the extension operation corresponding to the equivalence 
class of the (projection) conditional expectation mapping a@h into 
a@ o,(b)Z. So as they are a convex subset of the extension operations, they 
correspond to statistical independence between Ml and M,, while the 
other equivalence classes can be used to investigate dependence. 
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